












































Over 90% of US Domestic Markets are
Less than 100 Passengers Per Day

www.bombardier.com

50 Seat Jet Economics - Continuing to Serve Low Volume / High Yield Markets
Economic viability and need for the 50 seat regional jets remain important.  Almost 2,000 
routes in the US domestic market are between 25-100 passengers per day each way and 
are ideal for a 50-seat jet.
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CRJ Interior Comfort and Flexibility
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CRJ700/705/900 Cabin Interior Changes (From CRJ200)

More Spacious Cabin = Greater Passenger Appeal

Recognizing the need for increased comfort on longer routes that the larger CRJ700/705/900 would be flying, Bombardier 
worked with customers to design a larger cabin to enhance the passenger’s experience.  In addition, a great deal of flexibility 
is provided in cabin layouts to allow airlines to tailor the onboard experience to their markets.

Improved natural lighting and increased visibility
Floor lowered 1" (2.54 cm) for increased aisle height
Windows raised 4.8" (12.2 cm)

Reduced frame heights resulting in a 1" (2.54 cm) wider interior
Increased head and shoulder clearances

Improved sidewall clearance
New overhead bin design



CRJ700/705/900 Cabin Flexibility
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With flexibility in mind, the CRJ700/705/900 family has 
been designed with “Flex-Zones” allowing each airline 
to cater to its individual markets and requirements.

Forward “Flex Zone”

Forward “Flex Zone”

Aft “Flex Zone”

Aft “Flex Zone”

Flexibility in galley, lavatory and seating layouts
3-abreast or 4-abreast configuration

Flexibility in galley, lavatory and main baggage layouts



Air Canada Jazz CRJ705 
Interior Floorplan
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Executive Class
10 @ 37" Pitch

Hospitality Class
65 @ 34" Pitch

Air Canada Jazz took delivery of its first CRJ705 on May 27, 2005.  President and Chief Executive Officer 
Joseph Randell commented: “The efficiency, range, size and versatility of the CRJ705 will be significant 
contributing factors to our growth and success.  The CRJ705 will take Jazz to new destinations and firmly 
establishes our competitiveness in the North American market.”

Air Canada Jazz CRJ705 offers a very comfortable 2-class arrangement with 10 “Executive Class®” 
seats of 3-abreast at a 37” pitch, and 65 “Hospitality Class®” 4-abreast seats at 34” pitch, both classes 
with leather seat covering.with leather seat covering.

75 Seats Total

® ®





















CRJ Operators Worldwide
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(Operating Lessors - 17 Aircraft)In Operation as of December 31, 2005 (not including corporate aircraft)

Americas
1,038
Aircraft

AIR CANADA JAZZ

FRONTIER JET EXPRESS
- HORIZON

UNITED EXPRESS
- MESA

UNITED EXPRESS
- SKYWEST

US AIRWAYS
- AIR WISCONSIN

US AIRWAYS
- MESA

US AIRWAYS
- PSA

AMERICAN EAGLE

HORIZON AIR NORTHWEST
- MESABA

NORTHWEST
- PINNACLE

UNITED EXPRESS
- GOJET

DELTA CONNECTION DELTA
- ASA

DELTA
- COMAIR

DELTA
- SKYWEST

Europe
212
Aircraft

ADRIA AIRWAYS

EUROWINGS LUFTHANSA CITYLINE MAERSK AIR MALEV EXPRESS STYRIAN SPIRIT

AIR NOSTRUM ATLASJET AUSTRIAN ARROWS BRIT AIR CIMBER AIR

Africa, Asia
Middle East

46
Aircraft

AIR SAHARA

J-AIR SHANDONG SHANGHAI SOUTH AFRICAN EXPRESS

CHINA EASTERN
YUNNAN AIRLINES

CHINA UNITED CR AIRWAYS IBEX AIRLINES
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Forward Looking Statement

Disclaimer

Information contained in this document is proprietary to Bombardier Inc., Bombardier Aerospace, Regional Aircraft (“Bombardier”).  This document must not be 
reproduced by any third party in whole or in part without Bombardier’s prior written consent.  This document is submitted for informational purposes only; is not 
part of any proposal; and creates no contractual commitment.  Bombardier provides the information contained in this document on an ‘as is, where is’  basis 
and makes no representation or warranty of any kind regarding the applicability or reliability of any of such information with respect to any use whatsoever to 
be made of it by the recipient. be made of it by the recipient.  Any information of a technical nature contained in this document may contain inaccuracies and is subject to change and should 
never be relied upon for operational use.

This presentation may contain “forward-looking statements” reflecting the Corporation’s expectations regarding its future growth, results and performance. 
These forward-looking statements reflect the current views of the Corporation’s management and are subject to various risks, uncertainties and assumptions 
which could cause the Corporation’s future growth, results and performance to differ materially from those expressed in, or implied by, these statements. For
 additional information identifying legislative or regulatory, economic conditions, currency, technological, competitive and other important factors that could 
cause actual results to dicause actual results to differ materially from those anticipated in the forward-looking statements, please consult the documentation filed by the Corporation 
with securities commissions, including the Management’s Discussion and Analysis and the audited financial statements. Unless otherwise required by
 applicable securities laws, the Corporation disclaims any intention or obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements, whether as a result 
of new information, future events or otherwise.


